SLIDEART FRAMELESS SOLUTIONS
FOR LIFT & SLIDE WINDOWS

WORLDWIDE PROJECTS INCREASING PERFOMANCES LEVEL WITH
LARGE EXPANSION OF GLAZED SURFACES

The today’s trend is to obtain as much as possible clearance and there are, essentially two
types of sliding openings currently used for applications of this type:
> Lift and slide openings
> Minimal type sliding openings

LIFT AND SLIDE OPENING

> Usually the slide system offers maximum load capacity of 400 kg per leaf and maximum leaf width is 3.5 m.
> Hardware responsible for the opening and closing movements is incorporated in the leaf rail.
> The track creates an architectural barrier may constitute a source of inconvenience.
> The pulleys have large diameter wheels (approx. 40 mm) for easier rolling motion if they don’t work
properly they tend to deform. The problem of these systems is that the wheels bear for 100% of the
time the weight of the leaf, also resting on the threshold are subjected to the change of temperature
and humidity between summer and winter, also the sand and dust attach to the wheel during the
opening and closing the door, generating a deterioration.
> Usually the frontal leaf width is about 100 mm.

MINIMAL SLIDING OPENING

MINIMAL SLIDING OPENING

> Wheels /rollers are fitted in the floor.
> Track’s leaf recessed in the floor that must be installed with
very high precision in a highly invasive operation. In addition, this
type of track requires an outlet channel for incident rainwater
run-off.
> This system has an important final cost considering the cost of
the material, of the glass and above all the installation and the
installations necessary for the evacuation of the water.
> High maintenance requirements to keep the window in good
working order.

The main benefits of this type of solution are that the opening is almost completely glazed, with
minimal visible profile area. It makes it possible to build very large windows and guarantee a
reasonable level of air-tightness.
This type of window can be made exclusively with aluminium or mild steel profiles.

MINIMAL SLIDING OPENING

> Track recessed into the floor that must be installed with very high precision in a highly
invasive operation and it’s expensive.
> This type of window can be made exclusively with aluminium or mild steel profile.
> Track requires an outlet channel for incident rainwater run-off. This feature results in
significant maintenance requirements to keep the window in good working order.
Benefits : the opening is almost completely glazed, with minimal visible profile area. It makes it
possible to build very large windows and guarantee a reasonable level of air-tightness.

DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR INVENTION

THE IDEA WAS:
> To have the air-tightness performances like traditional L&S comparing minimal lift and slide doors and, as
much as possible large size glazed surfaced, heavy weight.
> Easy to operate and avoid any periodical maintenance.

AND WE’VE STUDIED AND DESIGNED:
> Lift and slide system hardware from the leaf to the frame and hardware installed on upper frame transom.
> Possibility to build a leaf that could potentially be made entirely of glass.
> The frame mullions can be concealed by the interior wall covering, thus further reducing the visible portion of the frame.
> The system uses leaf lifting/lowering movements to compress the perimeter seals, making it possible to
obtain excellent performance in terms of air-tightness and water resistance.
> The leaf can be lifted 9 mm.

SAVIO HAS TWO SOLUTIONS:

1st:

SLIDEART MAGLEV
Magnetic levitation version

2nd:

SLIDEART ROLLUP
Wheel mechanism version

CARRING CAPACITY

•

•

MAGLEV Leaf width
250kg/lm (max 1,000kg)
RollUp Leaf weight max
400kg

You can make the window
with the same profile,
simply changing the top of
the frame

MAGLEV Leaf width 250 kg/lm (max 1,000 Kg)

ROLLUP Leaf weight max 400 Kg

You can make the window with the same profile, simply changing the top of the frame

SLIDEART MAGLEV

Magnet

> One of the solutions gives higher
performance in terms of weight.

> Permanent magnets incorporated in the
upper frame and in the leaf top rail.

SLIDEART MAGLEV

> This version functions thanks to a
parallelogram created with linkages
incorporated in the upper frame transom.

SLIDEART MAGLEV

> Can applied with flat thresold
> Or can be applied the usual traditional thresold in order to obtain different performances

SLIDEART MAGLEV

Closing position

Opening position

TRANSMISSION RATIO
1 : 1 for the others
fulcrum

levers

fulcrum

levers

1 : 3 for Savio

The force required to lift the window is three times less than that required to handle a lift and
slide system.

SLIDEART MAGLEV
This version functions thanks to a parallelogram
created with linkages incorporated in the upper
frame transom, which are moved by means of
the mechanism incorporated in the frame
mullion.
The movement causes the magnets in the
frame to approach the magnets in the leaf
which, having the same polarity, exert a
repulsion force and therefore cause the leaf to
be raised from the floor due the magnetic
levitation effect.
This system eliminates all friction during the
sliding movement because, in the absence of
direct contact between frame and leaf, the
movement takes place in air, allowing the
utmost smoothness of leaf movements and
extended working life of the window.

In addition, the parallelogram mechanism provides several millimetres of sideways movement of the leaf
during the opening movement, thus providing access to the edge of the window for easier handling.
The linkage system that joins the lock to the track has a transmission ratio of 1:3; if we consider that a lift and
slide window has a transmission ratio of just 1:1 it becomes evident that the force required to lift the window is
three times less than that required to handle a lift and slide system.
The use of permanent magnets means the window functions without a power source; the power of the
magnets is guaranteed for 400 years. The result is zero maintenance requirements.

SLIDEART MAGLEV

The use of permanent magnets means the window functions without a power source; the
power of the magnets is guaranteed for 400 years. The result is zero maintenance
requirements.
Permanent magnets were also preferred with respect to an electromagnet because the
magnetic field generated by a neodymium magnet does not necessitate the execution of
electromagnetic interference tests because, unlike the field generated by an electromagnet, it
is not harmful. This solution also means that the window can be operated during electrical
power failures.
The guaranteed load capacity of our system is 250 Kg per linear metre (500 Kg for 2 metres,
750 Kg for 3 metres, etc.). This makes it possible to make very large and heavy windows.

SLIDEART ROLLUP

The use of wheels instead of magnets has the major benefit of reducing the cost of the
hardware significantly compared to the version with magnets, while maintaining the
peculiarities of the product unchanged.

SLIDEART ROLLUP

* Calculated with standard dimensions (L = 3.000 mm H = 2.300 mm), for
traditional lift and slide systems

SLIDEART ROLLUP
Upper transdom section

Jamb section (lock-side)

Lower section

SLIDEART ROLLUP
ITEMS to be ordered :
VERTICAL LOCKING SYSTEM
Possibility
to
choose
5
different
dimensions of rods having different
hights:
> 2300mm possible to trim at 1900mm
> 2700mm possible to trim at 2300mm
> 3100mm possible to trim at 2700mm
> 3500mm possible to trim at 3100mm
> 4000mm possible to trim at 3500mm
PRIMARY BASIK KIT
> primary lever + its connecting rods
> sets of 4 secondary connecting rods
> 2 rollers ( each one is composed by 4
wheels)
> 2 brackets
> 1 stainless steel threaded rod (connect
the handle to the primary lever).
SUPPLEMENTARY
CONNECTING
RODS + SPRINGS
Kit of link rods (q.ty depend of the lenght of
the leaf).

SLIDEART ROLLUP - MAGLEV

PROFILES: needed in order to install our SLIDEART ROLLUP

Our door, combined to the following 3 DIFFERENT
THRESOLD KITS, obtained the test results as shown below:
> 0 mm threshold.
For a more pleasant aesthetic or for a “zero barrier” solution.
* EN 12207 - EN 1026
A4
* EN 12208 - EN 1027
E 750
> 15 mm threshold.
For a better air and water tightness and in case of renovations.
* EN 12207 - EN 1026
A4
* EN 12208 - EN 1027
E 900

0 mm

15 mm

> 25 mm threshold.
For a more performing air and water tightness, mainly in case of
doors exposed to the elements.
* EN 12207 - EN 1026
A4
* EN 12208 - EN 1027
E 900

* = Test on timber window/door (opening + fixed sash), dimensions L = 3000 mm; H = 2500 mm

25 mm

SLIDEART ROLLUP

Profiles for aluminum frames:
Savio will propose a series of thermal
break aluminum profiles to be used with
ROLLUP and MAGLEV systems

Minimal series
The size of the profiles allows to enhance
the transparent part of a door with an
increase of 18% *
Thermal performance
With a Ug 0,7 glass the window can
achieve a performance of 1.05 Uw
Constructional ease
No specific equipment is required to make
the door, and the assembly on site is very
simplified.

SLIDEART ROLLUP

Leaf guide device
non in working

HOW IT WORKS
THE BOTTOM
MAGNETIC KIT
to align the bottom part of the
leaf with the threshold, when
the leaf is moving

Leaf guide
device hooked
by the magnet

Leaf guide device in
working position

SLIDEART ROLLUP

SLIDEART ROLLUP

SLIDEART MAGLEV

SLIDEART MAGLEV : MAGNETIC LIFT & SLIDE

OPEN

CLOSE

> One of the solutions gives higher performance in terms of weight
> Permanent magnets incorporated in the upper frame and in the leaf top rail
> This version functions thanks to a parallelogram created with linkages incorporated in the
upper frame transom

SLIDEART MAGLEV

